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57 ABSTRACT 

A communication apparatus includes a first detector for 
detecting a calling Signal from a line, a tone generator for 
generating quasi-calling tone and Sending it out to the line, 
a Second detector for detecting a signal indicating the data 
communication from a calling Station, and a control unit for 
Starting the data communication in response to the detection 
by the second detector. The second detector detects the 
Signal while the tone generator Sends out the quasi-calling 
tone when the calling Signal is received. 
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COMMUNICATION APPARATUS FOR 
DETECTING ACALLING SIGNAL FROMA 

LINE, FOR DETECTING A DATA 
COMMUNICATION SIGNAL FROMA 

CALLING STATION, AND FOR 
GENERATING A QUASI-CALLING TONE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a continuation of application Ser: No. 
08/374,225 filed Jan. 18, 1995, now abandoned which is a 
reissue application of U.S. Pat. No. 5, 185,783, which issued 
from application Ser: No. 07/829,592, filed Feb. 3, 1992, 
which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 07/573,684, 
filed Aug. 28, 1990, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a communication appa 
ratus which can Selectively execute speech communication 
and data communication. 

2. Related Background Art 
AS an apparatus of this type, a facsimile device which 

communicates image data has been known. Prior art fac 
Simile devices have a function to automatically determine 
whether a calling station is a human (telephone set) or a 
facsimile device when it receives a call (hereinafter TEL/ 
FAX automatic switching function). There have been known 
three methods for implementing the TEL/FAX automatic 
Switching. 

In a first method, after a line has been captured at the 
reception of a call, a voice message (for example, "please 
say hellow hello if it is a telephone and depress a start 
button if it is a facsimile device') is sent to a calling Station, 
and a signal from the calling Station is thereafter monitored. 
If Voice is detected, it is determined that the calling Station 
wants the Speech communication and a bell in the facsimile 
device or a built-in telephone Set is rung to call an operator. 
If the Signal from the calling station is a CNG signal (call 
tone signal) or if the no signal status continues for longer 
than a predetermined time period (t), it is determined that 
the calling Station is a facsimile device, and a called device 
identification signal (CED) and a digital identification signal 
(DIS) are sent out and the facsimile communication is then 
automatically started. (See FIG. 8A). 

In a Second method, after the line has been captured at the 
reception of the call, no response is made for a predeter 
mined time period (t) and the CNG signal or voice signal 
from the calling Station is monitored. Like in the first method 
mentioned above, if the Voice Signal is detected, the operator 
is called, and if the CNG Signal is detected or no signal is 
detected during the time period ts, the facsimile communi 
cation is automatically started. (See FIG. 8B). 

In a third method, when a call is received, an operator is 
called without capturing the line for a predetermined time 
period t (which may be arbitrarily set). If an off-hook state 
or a hand Set by the operator is detected during the time 
period t, the device Subsequently functions as a telephone 
Set, and if no off-hook State is detected in the time period t, 
it is determined that the calling Station is a facsimile device 
and the facsimile communication is thereafter started. (See 
FIG. 8C). 

The techniques of the TEL/FAX automatic Switching 
described above are disclosed in U.S. Pat No. 4,677,660, 
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2 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,663,778, U.S. Pat. No. 4,815,121, U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,800,439, U.S. Pat. No. 4,932,048, U.S. Pat. No. 
4,916,607 and U.S. Pat. No. 4,353,097. 
The prior art devices, however, include the following 

problems. 
In the first method, the voice response is hard to listen if 

a line condition is bad. 

Further, if a perSon at the calling Station is not accustomed 
to the Voice response, it may happen that the absence of 
operator at the called Station is determined at a Stage of the 
first voice message and the line is opened. Further, it is 
unnatural to force the perSon at the calling Station to Speak. 

Further, as shown in FIG. 8A, 10-15 seconds are required 
for t, 5-10 seconds are required for t, and total of 15-25 
Seconds are required. As a result, a considerable time is 
required for the TEL/FAX automatic switching. 

In the Second method, Since no voice response is given to 
the calling Station for t (5-10 seconds) time period, it 
imparts a Strange feeling to the operator, who may consider 
that there is trouble on the line and may open the line. 

In the third method, if the calling Station is a facsimile 
device, the t time period is always required before the 
facsimile communication is started, and Smooth Switching to 
the facsimile communication is not attained. 

Further, if the operator at the called Station does place the 
line in a hook off State in t time period, the facsimile 
communication is Started even if the calling Station is a 
telephone set. Accordingly, an efficiency of the TEL/FAX 
Switching is low. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved communication apparatus in View of the problems 
described above. 

It is another object of the present invention to attain 
Smooth Switching between data communication and Speech 
communication. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
communication apparatus which detects a signal indicating 
data communication upon reception of a call while a quasi 
calling tone is Sent to a calling Station, and Starts the data 
communication when the Signal is detected So that Smooth 
Switching between the data communication and the Speech 
communication is attained. 

It is still another object of the present invention to attain 
automatic Switching between the data communication and 
the Speech communication with a short transition time from 
the reception of a call to the Start of the data communication. 

Other objects of the present invention will be apparent 
from the following detailed description of the embodiments 
and the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a configuration of a facsimile device in one 
embodiment, 

FIGS. 2 and 3 show time relations between the send-out 
of a quasi-calling tone (quasi-called tone) and the reception 
of CNG, 

FIG. 4 shows a Send-out timing of a voice message, 
FIG. 5 shows a send-out timing of the quasi-called tone in 

the embodiment, 
FIGS. 6A and 6B show a configuration of a tonal counter 

10 and signals thereof, 
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FIG. FIGS. 7, 7A, 7B show a flow chart of a control 
operation by a controller 19 in the embodiment, 

FIGS. 8A, 8B and 8C show, show prior art TEL/FAX 
Switching, 

FIG. 9 shows a counter on a RAM of the tonal counter 10, 
FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate counting by the tonal 

counter 10, 
FIG. 11 shows a Superimposed signal of the CNG and the 

quasi-called tone (quasi-calling tone), 
FIG. 12 shows a flow chart of a control operation in 

embodiments 3 and 4, 
FIG. 13 shows a flow chart of a control operation of 

embodiment 5, 
FIG. 14 shows a modification of the quasi-called tone in 

embodiment 6, 
FIGFIG.S. 15, 15A, 15B show a flow chart of a control 

operation of the embodiment 6, 
FIG. 16 shows a flow chart of a control operation of 

embodiment 9, and 
FIG. 17 shows a flow chart of a control operation of 

embodiment 10. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will 
now be described with reference to the drawings. In the 
following embodiments, a facsimile device is described 
although the present invention is applicable to not only the 
facsimile device but also any other data communication 
apparatus Such as a teleX device. 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a configuration of a 
facsimile device in one embodiment. In FIG. 1, numeral 1 
denotes a telephone line to which the present device is 
connected, numeral 2 denotes a telephone set to be con 
nected to the present device, numeral 3 denotes a relay CML 
which Selectively connects the telephone set or the device to 
a line, numeral 4 denotes a hook Status detector for detecting 
Status of a hand Set of the telephone Set, numeral 5 denotes 
a CI/FC detector for detecting an incoming calling Signal 
(CI) from the line or a called signal (FC) of a facsimile 
network, numeral 6 denotes a network controller for elec 
trically interfacing with the line, numeral 7 denotes a vari 
able attenuator for varying a Send-out level of a Signal to be 
Sent out to the line, numeral 8 denotes a tone generator for 
generating a tone Signal to be sent out to the line, numeral 
9 denotes a modem for facsimile communication, numeral 
10 denotes a tonal counter for counting a frequency of an 
incoming tonal Signal from the line, numeral 11 denotes a 
quasi-CI signal generator for ringing a ringer of the tele 
phone set from the device, numeral 12 denotes a relay H for 
Selectively connecting the telephone set or the device to the 
line, numeral 13 denotes a relay C for connecting the 
quasi-CI Signal generator to the telephone Set, numeral 14 
denotes a speaker for generating Sound, numeral 15 denotes 
a recorder Such as a printer, numeral 16 denotes a reader for 
reading a document, numeral 17 denotes a console unit 
comprising key entry Switches for instructing operations of 
the device and a key entry Scanner, numeral 18 denotes a 
display unit comprising a liquid crystal display and an LED, 
and numeral 19 denotes a controller for controlling the 
overall device. The controller 19 comprises a 
microcomputer, a read-only memory (ROM) which stores a 
control program, a random access memory (RAM) and other 
peripheral circuits of the microcomputer. 

EMBODIMENT 1. 

An operation of the present embodiment is now explained 
in detail. 
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4 
First, the present device is Set in an auto-receive mode 

(auto-facsimile communication mode) and in a mode in 
which a telephone Set connected is not rung by an external 
calling Signal from the telephone line. This is done by Setting 
the relay H of FIG. 1 to an off position. Under this condition, 
when the calling Signal Sent from a terminal Station through 
the telephone line 1 is detected by the CI/FC detector 5, the 
cml relay is closed (turned on) to capture the line 1. Then, 
a significant signal from the calling Station is monitored for 
t time period as shown in FIG. 5. The Significant signal is 
detected by the tonal counter 10 and the modem 9 through 
the network controller 6. The tonal counter 10 is configured 
as shown in FIG. 6A. The tonal counter 10 comprises a low 
pass filter 101, a level adjuster 102, a binary circuit 103, a 
frequency counter 104 and an integrator 105. FIG. 6B shows 
input and output signals of the tonal counter 10. An input 
Signal (a) passes through the LPF 101 and the level adjuster 
102 and is binarized by the binary circuit 103. When the 
input signal does not exceed a threshold as shown in (a) , the 
binary circuit 103 does not operate and no signal is pro 
duced. The binarized input signal (6) is counted by the 
frequency counter 104 to determine a frequency code of the 
input signal. (See (C) in FIG. 6(B)). The presence or absence 
of Signal energy is determined by the integrator 105 to 
prevent mulfunction malfunction by a noise. (See (d) and 
(e) in FIG. 6(B)). The modem 9 detects a 300 bps binary 
protocol signal. In FIG. 5, when the CNG is detected in the 
first t time period, it is determined that the calling Station is 
a facsimile device and a called equipment identification 
Signal (CED) and a digital identification signal (DIS) are 
Sent out, and the facsimile communication is Started. In this 
case, the facsimile communication is attained without ring 
ing a calling tone at the called Station before and after the 
reception of the call. AS shown, the device repeats a quasi 
called tone Sequence with an off-time t and an on-time t in 
order to prevent a Strange feeling from being given to an 
operator at the calling Station after the reception of the call, 
and t is set to two Seconds and t is Set to one Second to cope 
with an exchange of a common public network. The quasi 
called tone is sent out to the line 1 by the tone generator 8. 
In this case, Since the Signal Sequence of the CNG is on-time 
for 0.5 second and off-time for three seconds as shown in 
FIG. 2, there may be a timing which do does not permit 
detection by the monitoring time of t (2 Seconds) period. 
Thus, the present device repeatedly monitors the quasi 
called toned in every off-time for an initial identification 
time t as shown in FIG. 5. If the calling station is a human 
or a facsimile device which does not send out the CNG, the 
device activates the built-in Sound generator 14 (quasi-bell 
tone) after the ts period to inform the call to the operator at 
the called Station and continuously Send out the quasi-called 
tone to the telephone line 1. 

Since it is possible that the calling Station opens the 
telephone line, the Significant Signals. Such as CNG and FC 
as well as a busy tone from an exchange for the line 1 are 
monitored. If the busy tone is detected, the line is immedi 
ately opened So that the telephone line is efficiently utilized. 
The shorter the time t is, the more preferable it is. It is set 
to 8 second Seconds for the following reason. 
AS described above, the Signal Sequence of the CNG is a 

0.5-Second on-time and a 3-Second off-time. Taking a time 
margin of 15% as requested by the CCITT Standard into 
consideration, a monitoring time of 4.025 Seconds is 
required to assure detection without fail. In the present 
embodiment, Since a half-duplex communication System is 
used, a signal from the calling Station cannot be monitored 
when the device sends out the signal (quasi-called signal). In 
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this case, 9.5 Seconds are required in a worst case as shown 
in FIG. 2 and approximately 11 11 seconds are required 
before the quasi-bell tone is rung. In the present 
embodiment, a 0.3-second off-time is provided in the 
1-Second on-time of the quasi-called tone as shown in FIG. 
3 and the Signal is monitored during that period. Thus, in 
case of FIG. 3, the CNG signal component of approximately 
0.3 Second can be detected for Six Seconds. As a result, the 
time required is essentially the same as that for the full 
duplex communication System. For this reason, t is Set to 8 
Seconds including Subsequent 2-second off-time. AS 
described above, even in the course of the ts period the 
facsimile communication is started when the significant 
signal CNG or FC is detected. 

If the Significant Signal from the calling Station is not 
detected in the ts period, the quasi-called tone is sent out to 
the line 1 and the built-in speaker 14 is rung to inform the 
call to the operator of the called Station. The ringing of the 
built-in Speaker 14 is Synchronized with the quasi-called 
tone Sent out to the line 1 So that the Significant signal and 
the busy tone can be continuously monitored during the 
intervals of the Signals and the apparatus can cope with a 
facsimile device which sends out the CNG with a delay. 
After the ts period, the above signals as well as the off-hook 
State of the telephone Set are monitored, and if the off-hook 
state is detected by the off-hook detector 4, the line 1 is 
immediately switched to the telephone set 2. The call time 
after the ts period is approximately one minute while taking 
the non-detection of the busy tone into consideration. After 
the period, the cml relay is activated to open the telephone 
line 1 So that the apparatus returns to a Stand-by status. 

FIG. 7 shows a flow chart of a control operation of the 
controller 19 in the present embodiment. The control opera 
tion of the controller 19 is now explained with reference to 
the flow chart of FIG. 7. 

When a call detection signal is supplied from the CI/FC 
detector 5, the controller 19 activates the cml relay 3 to 
capture the line, and starts the timer t (2 Seconds), the timer 
t (8 seconds) and the initial identification timer T (35 
Seconds). Then, the process proceeds to a step S1. 

In the Step S1, whether the time t has been elapsed or not 
Since the line was captured (whether the timer t has timed 
out or not) is determined. If the timer ta has not timed out, 
the proceSS proceeds to a step S2. In the Step S2, whether the 
timert has timed out and the time t has been elapsed or not 
is determined. If the timert has not timed out, whether the 
busy tone has been detected or not is determined in a step S3, 
and whether the CNG signal or the FC signal has been 
detected or not is determined in a step S4. If the CNG signal 
or the FC Signal is not detected, the process returns to the 
step S1. In this manner, in the t period shown in FIG. 5, the 
busy tone and the CNG/FC signals are monitored, and if the 
CNG or FC signal is detected, the process proceeds from the 
step S4 to a step S5 so that the CED signal and the DIS 
Signal are Sent out to the line through the modem 9 and the 
facsimile communication is started. If the busy tone is 
detected in the step S3, the line 1 is opened and the control 
operation is terminated. The busy tone and the CNG signal 
are detected by determining the distribution of the frequency 
detection by the tonal counter 10. 
When the timer t times out after the period t from the 

reception of the call, the proceSS proceeds from the Step S2 
to a step S6 to Start the timer t and cause the tone generator 
8 to Send out the quasi-calling tone to the line 1. 

In a step S7, whether the timer t has timed out or not is 
determined. If the timer t has not timed out, the detection 
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of the CNG/FC signals and the detection of the busy tone are 
checked in steps S8 and S9 in the same manner as that in the 
steps S4 and S3. 

If the timer t has timed out in the step S7, the send-out 
of the quasi-calling Signal to the line 1 is Stopped, the timer 
t is started again, and the process returns to the Step S7. In 
this manner, the quasi-calling tone (quasi-called tone) is sent 
out to the line 1 for the period t of FIG. 5. 
On the other hand, if the time-out of the timer t is 

detected in the step S1 (the period t has been elapsed since 
the line was captured), the process proceeds from the step S1 
to a step S10. In the step S10, whether the initial identifi 
cation timer T has timed out or not (whether the initial 
identification time has been elapsed or not since the line was 
captured) is determined, and if the initial identification time 
has been elapsed, the line 1 is opened. 

If the initial identification timer T has not timed out, the 
process proceeds from the step S10 to a step S11 to start the 
timer t and cause the tone generator 8 to Send out the 
quasi-calling tone to the line 1 and cause the Speaker 14 to 
generate a calling Sound to call an operator. In a step S12, 
whether the timert has timed out or not is determined. If the 
timer t has not timed out, the detection of the CNG/FC 
Signals and the detection of the busy tone are checked in 
steps S13 and S14 in the same manner as that in the steps S4 
and S3. If none of the Signals is detected, the proceSS returns 
from the step 14 to the step S11. 
On the other hand, if the time-out of the linert is detected 

in the step S12, the timer t t is started, and the process 
proceeds to a step S15 to determine whether the timert has 
timed out or not. If the timer t has timed out, the process 
returns to the step S1. If the timer t has not timed out, the 
detection of the busy tone and the detection of the CNG/FC 
Signals are checked in StepSS16 and S17 in the same manner 
as that in the steps S3 and S4. If neither busy tone nor 
CNG/FC is detected, the process proceeds to a step S18 to 
cause the hook Status detector 4 to check if the hand Set of 
the telephone Set 2 has been placed in an off hook State or 
not. If the off-hook state is not detected in the step S18, the 
process returns to the step S15. If the off-hook state is 
detected, the cml relay 3 is deactivated and the relay H is 
activated to connect the line 1 to the telephone Set 2 to permit 
the Speech communication. 
By the above control, the TEL/FAX automatic Switching 

is attained. 
A principle of Signal detection by the tonal counter 10 is 

now explained. 
The frequency band of 300-3.4 KHZ detected by the 

tonal counter 10 is divided into a plurality of areas. (For 
example, since the CNG signal is 1100 Hz, it is divided by 
a 1000-1200 Hz pitch.) Counters are arranged on the RAM 
of the controller 19 of FIG. 1, one for each area. The 
corresponding area of the frequency data detected by the 
tonal counter 10 of FIG. 1 is determined and the correspond 
ing counter is incremented by one. From the distribution of 
the frequency components at the end of a predetermined 
count or at the end of detection period, the facsimile signal, 
CNG Signal, busy tone or voice Signal is discriminated. The 
above frequency detection is shown in FIGS. 9 and 10. The 
magnitude relation of the frequencies a>b>c<ead and 
nkb. 
As shown in FIG. 9, the frequency components of the 

Signal detected during the detection period are analyzed and 
the counts of the RAM areas corresponding to the frequen 
cies are incremented or decremented. After the detection 
period, the counts of the RAM are checked. If the frequency 
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components of the Signal spread over a wide range and the 
count in a specific frequency component range is Smaller 
than a predetermined value (a reference to detect a single 
Signal, determined in consideration of various conditions of 
communication) as shown in FIG. 10A, it is determined that 
the Signal is a voice Signal. If the count for the Specific 
frequency component is larger than the reference to detect 
the Single Signal, the Signal of that frequency component is 
detected. In order to determine a proportion, a normalization 
operation is carried out by using a Sum of counts of all 
counters for all areas as a mother figure. 
By the principle described above, the CNG and the busy 

tone can be detected by the tonal counter 10. As described 
above, the Voice signal can also be detected by the tonal 
counter 10. Accordingly, a Step to detect the Voice Signal 
may be inserted between the steps S3 and S4, between the 
steps S8 and S9, between the steps S8 and S17, and between 
the steps S16 and S17 so that the speaker is rung when the 
Voice Signal is detected to inform to the operator of the 
reception of the call. As a result, the transition time to the 
Speech may be shortened. The Voice Signal may be detected 
by detecting the Voice Signal a predetermined number of 
times continuously wherein Embodiment 1. 

EMBODIMENT 2 

If the quasi-calling tone to be sent out to the line 1 is a 
single frequency signal other than CNG (1100 Hz) or FC 
(1300 Hz), the quasi-calling signal and the Signal from the 
calling Station are Superimposed and it is applied to the tonal 
counter 10. However, the CNG signal can be discriminated 
by analyzing the frequency distribution of the tonal counter 
10. Accordingly, the quasi-calling tone may be analogue to 
the existing called tone without inserting the 0.3-second 
off-time as shown in FIG. 3. The CNG signal for 0.5 second 
period can be detected in 4.025 seconds after the line has 
been captured so that the ts period in FIG. 5 may be set to 
5 Seconds. In this manner, the Switching in a short period is 
attained. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 11, when the quasi 
calling tone Sent out from its own apparatus and the CNG 
from the calling station are superimposed, the CNG (0.5- 
Second on-time) is normally shorter than the quasi-calling 
tone (1-second on-time). If the Signal is detected by the tonal 
counter 10, the quasi-calling tone and the Superimposed 
Signal are detected. The Superimposed signal is not detected 
at 1100 Hz (CNG) but detected at a fixed frequency modu 
lated by the quasi-calling tone frequency. Accordingly, by 
recognizing the fixed frequency signal as the CNG, it is 
possible to detect the CNG during the send-out of the 
quasi-calling signal. The 1300 Hz calling signal (FC) of the 
F network can also be detected during the Send-out of the 
quasi-calling tone, as the CNG is done. 

EMBODIMENT 3 

In the above embodiment, the call time after the elapse of 
the ts period is set to approximately one minute (by taking 
the non-detection of the busy tone into consideration), and 
the line is opened after the elapse of the time. However, 
Since the calling Station might be a facsimile device which 
does not send out the CNG, the CED or DIS may be sent out 
after the elapse of the call time. In this case, Since the called 
station may be designed to receive the DIS twice for the 
countermeasure of echo, the DIS is resent twice or three 
times. If there is no response from the calling Station after 
the DIS has been sent out the predetermined number of times 
or for a predetermined time period, the cml relay is activated 
to open the telephone line, and the apparatus returns to the 
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Stand-by Status. When the binary protocol signal Such as 
digital command signal (DCS) is received for the DIS, the 
facsimile communication is rapidly started. 
The call time for the above process should be set to a little 

bit shorter than T=35+5 seconds in the CCITT Recommen 
dation T30. It is shown by T" in FIG. 12. 

EMBODIMENT 4 

In the embodiment 3, the CED and DIS are sent out after 
the elapse of the fixed time (shorter than T of the CCITT 
T30) in consideration of the facsimile device which does not 
send out the CNG. However, when the operator at the called 
station hooks off for the called tone, the following method 
is effective. 

If the off-hook state is detected after the quasi-bell tone 
has rung, the timer is Started after the detection of the 
off-hook State to measure a time to the on-hook State. If this 
time is within a predetermined time T (which is 4-10 
Seconds in consideration of no response by the operator at 
the called Station or resetting of the hand Set after recogni 
tion of the CNG), the cml relay is closed again before the 
Station recognizes the off-signal after the detection of the 
on-hook State to capture the line by the facsimile device. 
Then, the CED and DIS are sent out and the facsimile 
protocol is Started. Alternatively, no timer operation may be 
carried out and the line is always Switched to the facsimile 
device whenever the on-hook State is detected to Send out the 
CED and DIS when no response is detected or the CNG is 
detected. 

FIG. 12 shows a flow chart of a control operation of the 
controller of the embodiment 3 and the embodiment 4. 

When a call is received, the cml relay is activated to 
capture the line. Then, the timer T, is started and the process 
proceeds to a step M1. In the steps M1, M2 and M3, the 
reception and detection of the CNG and FC, the detection of 
the off-hook state of the hand set of the telephone set 2 and 
the time-out of the timer T' are checked until the timer T' 
times out. If the CNG/FC and the off-hook state are not 
detected, the quasi-calling tone is sent to the line for the 
period t at every elapse elapsed period t in a step M4 in 
a manner shown in FIG. 7. If the CNG/FC is detected in the 
Step M1 or the time-out of the timer T, is detected in the 
step M3, the process proceeds to a step M5 to send out the 
CED and DIS to the line 1. Then, the facsimile communi 
cation is Started. 

If the off-hook state of the telephone set 2 is detected in 
the Step M2, the process proceeds to a step M6 to connect 
the line 1 to the telephone set 2 and start the timer T. Then, 
the process proceeds to a step M7. In the steps M7 and M8, 
whether the telephone set 2 has been hooked on or not before 
the timer T times out is determined. If the telephone Set has 
been hooked on before the timer T. timer out, it is deter 
mined that the calling Station may possibly be a facsimile 
device. In a Step M10, the cml relay is activated again to 
Switch the line to the facsimile device. Then, the process 
proceeds to the step M5. 
On the other hand, if the time-out of timer T is detected 

in the step M8, whether the DIS send-out mode has been set 
by a mode key (not shown) of the console unit 17 or not is 
determined in a step M9. If the DIS send-out mode has been 
Set, the proceSS proceeds to a step M/O to start the facsimile 
communication. If the DIS send-out mode has not been set, 
the Speech communication is continued. 

EMBODIMENT 5 

In the above embodiment, the period t is Set to approxi 
mately 8 Seconds. If it is desired to assure Switching 
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although it takes a longer time or start to call the called 
station even if the CNG is not detected, the period t may be 
variable (operator may set by manipulation means) depend 
ing on the Situation of facilities. Alternatively, the period ta 
is monitored, and if it does not or likely not to meet the 
detection time (it may possibly be CNG or FC), the monitor 
time may be extended to delay to call the called Station. In 
this case, when the call to the called Station has been Started, 
it is assumed that a human will respond and the busy tone is 
monitored. In this manner, the detection rate is improved. 

FIG. 13 shows a flow chart of the control operation of the 
embodiment 5. The step S1 in FIG. 7 is substituted by FIG. 
13. 

In a step S111, the timert is set to a value which has been 
preset by a key entry from the console unit 17 (or 8 seconds 
if there is no key entry) and the timer is started. In a step 
S112, whether the timer t has timed out or not is deter 
mined. 

If the timer t has not timed out, the proceSS proceeds to 
the step S2 of FIG. 7. If the timer t has timed out, whether 
the CNG or FC may possibly be detected by the tonal 
counter 10 or not is determined in the step S3. If the CNG 
or FC may possibly be detected, the process proceeds to a 
step S114 to determine whether the ta extention mode has 
been Set or not. If the ta extention mode has been Set, the 
timer t is started again in a step S115 (different time count 
may be set), and the process returns to the step S117. 

In the step S113, if there is no possibility of detecting the 
CNG or FC and the textention mode has not been set in the 
step S114, the process proceeds to the step S10 of FIG. 7. In 
the embodiment 5, the return to the step S1 in FIG. 7 (CD) 
is substituted by the return to the step S112 in FIG. 13. 

EMBODIMENT 6 

In the above embodiment, the quasi-called tone which is 
Sent out to the line after the line has been captured is as 
similar as possible to the called tone of the station to which 
the calling Station is connected So that the operator of the 
calling Station feels no Strange Sense. By allowing the 
operator to set the format of the quasi-called tone, that is, t, 
t and frequencies thereof by the console unit 17 of the 
apparatus, it is possible to simulate to the format of the 
called tone defined in a country of installation. Conversely, 
by Setting a different called tone than that of the Station, it 
may be possible to request waiting to the calling Station 
operator. 

In order to inform the call to the called station when the 
call is received, the called tone of the telephone set or bell 
tone by the speaker 14 may be generated with different 
format and frequency for one ring or for the ts period after 
the line has been captured So that the called Station operator 
may be informed that the Switching control is underway. In 
this manner, the operability at the called Station is improved. 
As shown in FIG. 14, this process discriminates the 

change of the frequency and the format as is done in the 
process after the elapse of the period ta. 

FIG. 15 shows a flow chart of a control operation of the 
embodiment 6. A difference between FIG. 15 and FIG. 7 
resides in that a step S22 is added between the steps S7 and 
S10 of FIG. 7, and a step S21 is added between the steps S2 
and S6. Other Steps are same as those in the control 
operation of FIG. 7. 

In the Steps S21 and S22, the ringing frequency format of 
the Speaker 14 is Set. The ringing frequency format is preset 
by the key entry from the console unit 17 In the step S21, a 
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10 
frequency format (A) is Set, and in the Step S22, a frequency 
format is Set. By those Steps, the quasi-bell tone is 
changed as shown in FIG. 14. 

EMBODIMENT 7 

In the above embodiment, the Significant signals. Such as 
CNG, FC and busy tone are monitored by the transmission 
interval of the quasi-called tone and the off-time in the 
Signal. Such quasi-called tone may be replaced by or com 
bined with a message such as “Please wait for a while”. If 
the message is periodically Sent out like the quasi-bell tone, 
the Significant Signals may be monitored between the mes 
Sages. If the message is continuously sent out, it is necessary 
to detect the CNG and FC while the message is sent out. In 
this case, if the half-duplex communication System as 
described in the embodiment 2 is used, the Signal applied to 
the tonal counter is the Superposition of the external Signal 
and the Signal which is sent out by its own device. Thus, it 
is necessary to detect the Significant Signal by filtering out 
the CNG component and the FC component by the message 
Send-out unit or Suppress the turn-around by a hybrid circuit 
in the network controller. 

By the above control, it is not necessary to detect the 
Voice, and the problem of unnatural operation of forcing the 
operator at the calling Station to make Voice and the problem 
of long time required from the detection of Signal during the 
Send-out of the Voice message to the Start of the facsimile 
communication are Solved. 

EMBODIMENT 8 

In the above embodiment, if the Significant Signal is not 
detected after the period t has been elapsed, the call is 
informed to the called Station operator by the Speaker in the 
apparatus. However, if the quality of the quasi-bell tone is 
poor or if the facsimile device is located at a distant place 
from the telephone Set, the operator may not hear the 
quasi-bell tone of the facsimile device. 

In this case, the relay H and the relay C in FIG.1 may be 
closed and the ringer of the telephone Set 2 may be rung by 
a quasi-CI Signal generator 11 in order to Solve the above 
problems. 

EMBODIMENT 9 

Instead of Setting the ringer of the telephone Set 2 in the 
non-ring mode, the relay H 12 in FIG. 1 may be positioned 
at an upper position whenever the telephone Set 2 is not used 
So that the ringer of the telephone Set 2 is not rung when a 
calling Signal comes from the line 1. When the hand Set is 
hooked on to use the telephone Set 2, it is detected by the 
hook status detector 4 and the relay H 12 is returned to a 
lower position to connect the line 1 to the telephone Set 2. 
When a power line fulls or the power of the apparatus is 
turned off, the relay H 12 is at the lower position so that the 
ringer of the telephone Set 2 is rung when a calling Signal 
comes from the line 1. 

FIG. 16 shows a flow chart of a control operation of the 
embodiment 9. 
When the power Supply is turned on, the process proceeds 

to a step N1 to determine if the hand set of the telephone set 
2 has been placed in an off-hook State or not. If it has not 
been placed in an off-hook state, the relay H 12 is activated 
in a step N2 and the process proceeds to a step N3. If the 
hand Set has been placed in an off hook State, the process 
proceeds to the step N3. In the step N3, whether the 
telephone set 2 has been taken off the hook or not is 
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determined, and if it has been taken off the hook, whether the 
relay H is on or not is determined in a step N5. If the relay 
H is on, the relay H is turned off in a step N6. Then, the 
process returns to the step N3. 

If the telephone set 2 has not been taken off the hook in 
the step N3, the relay H is turned on in a step N4, and 
whether other command by the call or the key entry from the 
console unit 17 has been received or not is determined. 

By the above control, the non-ringing reception of call by 
the facsimile device is attained. 

EMBODIMENT 10 

In the above embodiment, the Significant signal as well as 
the busy tone are monitored to effectively utilize the line. 
Alternatively, the parameters (frequency on-time, off-time, 
etc.) of the busy tone may be set by the operator through the 
console unit 17. Thus, a different busy tone may be set 
depending on the country to prevent a misoperation. The 
control of the embodiment 10 may be attained by replacing 
the steps S3 and S4 of FIG. 7 by steps S31-S33 shown in 
FIG. 17. 

The step S31 to detect an energy the detection of SDT in 
FIG. 6(1)) 17 is provided before the detection of the 
CNG/FC and the detection of the busy tone. If the energy is 
not detected, the process returns to the Step S1. If the energy 
is detected, the detection of the CNG/FC is checked in the 
step S32. If the CNG/FC is detected, the process proceeds to 
the step S5, and if the CNG/FC is not detected, whether the 
parameters of the received busy tone are equal to the 
predetermined parameters or not is determined in a Step S33. 
If they are equal in the step S33, the line 1 is opened, and if 
they are not equal, the process returns to the step S7. 

In this manner, the line is opened only when the prede 
termined busy tone is detected. 

EMBODIMENT 11 

In the above embodiment, the quasi-called tone Sent out 
to the telephone line and the quasi-bell tone generated by the 
Speaker of the apparatus are identical. Alternatively, they 
may be set by the operator through the console unit 17 to 
generate different tones. Where a plurality of telephone lines 
are used, the line by which the call has been received can be 
recognized by changing the tones. Since the ordinary quasi 
called tone is sent back to the calling Station, no Strange 
feeling is imparted to the calling Station. 

(1) In accordance with the present embodiment, the line 
is captured without ringing for the calling Signal from the 
telephone line. Then, the quasi-called tone is sent out to the 
line and the Significant signal from the calling Station is 
detected during the off-time t of the quasi-called tone 
Sequence. If the Significant signal Such as CNG or FC is 
detected in the predetermined time t, the facsimile com 
munication is started, and if it is not detected, the quasi-bell 
tone is Sent out from the facsimile device to call the operator 
at the called Station. As a result, 
where the calling Station is a telephone Set, a normal 

telephone operation can be attained by both the calling 
Station and the called Station. 

where the calling Station is an auto-Send facsimile device, 
the calling Station operates in an ordinary facsimile 
transmission mode and the called Station operates a 
non-ringing auto-receive mode. 

Thus, a more natural and easy-to-operate apparatus to the 
operator is provided. 
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Further, Since the Voice response is not required; 
a memory for the Voice response is not necessary and the 

cost of the apparatus is reduced. 
The time required before the called Station operator is 

called or the facsimile auto-receive mode is started can be 
reduced by the Send-out time of the Voice response message. 

(2) In the case (1), by allowing to change the on-time (t), 
off-time (t) and frequency of the quasi-called tone, similar 
patterns to those of the called tones of various exchanges can 
be produced. Thus, the operator at the calling Station has leSS 
Strange feeling in the operation. 

(3In the) case (1), by detecting the CNG/FC signal as well 
as the busy tone from the exchange during the detection 
period of the Significant Signal, the line can be efficiently 
utilized by immediately opening the line when the busy tone 
is detected by the apparatus if the calling Station opens the 
telephone line before the called Station operator takes the 
hook off the telephone set. 

(4) In the case (1), by providing the off-time t (t2>t) in 
the on-time t of the quasi-called tone and monitoring the 
Significant Signal during the off-time t, the TEL/FAX 
Switching time is essentially same as that required in the full 
duplex communication System. 

(5) In the case (1), by Synchronizing the ringing of the 
quasi-bell tone by the apparatus with the Send-out of the 
quasi-called tone, the significant Signal and the busy Signal 
can be monitored during the interval of the tone Signals. So 
that the apparatus may cope with the facsimile device which 
sends out the CNG signal with a delay. 

(6) In the case (1), by providing the call time ts after the 
elapse of the time t and opening the telephone line after the 
elapse of the time ts to return the apparatus to the stand-by 
Status, the apparatus can cope with when the busy tone is not 
detected. 

(7) In the case (1), by setting the quasi-called tone to a 
single frequency signal other than the CNG (1100 Hz) and 
the FC (1300 Hz), the signal from the apparatus can be 
discriminated when it is Superimposed on the external 
Signal. Thus, the significant signal (CNG, FC) can be 
detected in the full duplex mode while the quasi-called tone 
is sent out and the rapid TEL/FAX Switching is attained. 

(8) In the case (6), by sending out the CED/DIS in times 
after the elapse of the time ts, and Starting the facsimile 
communication if the binary protocol signal Such as DCS is 
received for the DIS from the calling Station and opening the 
telephone line in case of no response and returning the 
apparatus to the Stand-by Status, the facsimile device of the 
manual send mode which does not send out the CNG from 
the calling Station can be operated. 

(9) In the case (6), when the off-hook state is detected 
after the quasi-bell tone has been rung and then the on-hook 
State is detected, the apparatus captures the line before the 
Station recognizes the disconnection Signal and sends out the 
CED/DIS. If there is a response thereto, the facsimile 
communication is started. Thus, the facsimile reception is 
attained even if the operator at the received Station takes the 
hook off the telephone set before the elapse of the time ts. 

(10) In the case (9), a timer which is started after the 
detection of the off-hook to measure a time until the Sub 
Sequent on-hook is provided, and if this time period is within 
a predetermined period, the apparatus captures the line 
before the Station recognizes the disconnection signal and 
sends out CED/DIS. If there is a response thereto, the 
facsimile protocol is started. Thus, the facsimile reception is 
attained even if the operator at the called Station takes the 
hook off the telephone set before the elapse of the time ts. 

(11) In the case (1), by varying the time t, the timing to 
call the operator at the called Station can be changed for the 
telephone dominate mode and the facsimile dominate mode. 
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(12) In the case (11), by monitoring for the time t and 
extending the monitor time when the detection of the 
Significant signal is not likely to delay the timing to Start the 
call for the operator at the called Station, the operability of 
the operator is improved. 
When the call for the operator at the called station is 

Started, it is assumed that a human is responding and the 
busy tone is monitored. Thus, the detection rate is improved. 

(13) In the case (1), the format and frequency of the 
calling Signal to the operator at the called Station is changed 
by the speaker 14 for the first called tone or the first ring of 
the bell tone by the speaker or for the time t after the line 
has been captured So that the reception of the call or the 
Switching control operation is informed to the operator. In 
this manner, the operability by the operator is improved. 

(14) In the case (3), by monitoring the CNG, FC and busy 
tone as well as the Voice, the call to the operator at the called 
Station can be immediately started when the Voice from the 
calling Station is detected. Thus, the operability is improved. 

(15) In the case (1), by providing the voice memory in the 
apparatus, the Voice message Stored in the memory can be 
Sent out in place of the quasi-called tone. 

(16) In the case (15), by filtering out the CNG component 
or the FC component by the message Send-out unit or 
Suppressing the turn-around in the hybrid circuit of the 
network controller, the Significant Signal can be detected in 
the full duplex communication mode while the message is 
Sent Out. 

(17) In the case (1), by providing the quasi-CI generator 
11 to allow the call of the operator at the called station by 
any externally attached telephone Set, the apparatus can cope 
with even if the operator is at a distant place from the 
apparatus or the quality of the quasi-bell tone generated by 
the apparatus is poor. Further, non-ringing reception is 
attained even if the telephone set of the facsimile device has 
no function to turn off the bell tone. 

(18) In the case (3), by Setting the parameters of the busy 
tone Such as frequency band, on-time and off-time by the 
operator through the console unit 17, the apparatus can cope 
with different busy tones of different exchanges. 

(19) In the case (1), by Setting the quasi-called tone sent 
out to the line and the quasi-bell tone generated by the 
Speaker 14, by the operator, the two tones may be Set 
differently so that the calling line out of a plurality of 
telephone lines can be discriminated by the tone of the 
quasi-bell tone. 

The present invention is not limited to the above embodi 
ments but various modifications thereof may be made. 
We claim: 
1. A communication apparatus comprising: 
first detection means for detecting a calling Signal from a 

line; 
means for generating a quasi-calling tone and Sending Out 

the quasi-calling tone to the line, wherein Said quasi 
calling tone has a predetermined frequency and a 
period composed of on-time interval t, off-time inter 
Valt, on-time interval ts, and off-time interval ti, 

Second detection means for detecting a signal indicating 
data communication from a calling Station; and 

means for effecting the data communication in response to 
the detection by Said Second detection means, 

wherein Said Second detection means detects the Signal 
indicating data communication only during the off-time 
intervals t and t. 

2. A communication apparatus according to claim 1 
further comprising means for Sending out a calling tone after 
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the quasi-calling tone has been Sent out a predetermined 
number of times to inform the reception of the call to an 
operator. 

3. A communication apparatus according to claim 2 
further comprising Speech means for effecting Speech 
communication, the Speech communication being enabled in 
response to the off-hook State of Said speech means. 

4. A communication apparatus according to claim 3 
further comprising timer means operable in response to the 
off-hook State of Said Speech means, and means for Starting 
the data communication when the on-hook State of Said 
Speech means is detected before Said timer means times out. 

5. A communication apparatus according to claim 2, 
further comprising means for Setting the number of times of 
Sending-out of the quasi-calling tone before Sending-out 
means is operated. 

6. A communication apparatus according to claim 2 
wherein Said Second detection means detects the Signal even 
after Said Sending out means has been operated. 

7. A communication apparatus according to claim 1 
wherein the data communication mode is automatically 
Started after the quasi-calling tone has been Sent out for a 
predetermined time period. 

8. A communication apparatus according to claim 1, 
wherein the on-time interval t and the on-time intervalta are 
of the Same duration. 

9. A communication apparatus according to claim 1, 
wherein the off-time interval t is longer than the off-time 
interval ta. 

10. A communication apparatus according to claim 1, 
wherein Said Second detection means detects a frequency of 
a received signal, and determines reception of the Signal 
indicating data communication when a frequency of the 
Signal is detected at least a predetermined number of times. 

11. A communication apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising means for Setting a format of the quasi 
calling tone. 

12. A communication apparatus according to claim 1 
further comprising means for detecting a voice Signal from 
the calling Station, the Speech communication being Started 
in response to the detection of Voice. 

13. A communication apparatus according to claim 1 
wherein the quasi-calling tone is Substituted by a voice 
message or combined with the Voice message. 

14. A communication apparatus according to claim 1 
further comprising: 

a telephone Set for Speech communication; 
means for disconnecting the telephone set form from the 

line; and 
means for Sending out a calling Signal to Said telephone 

Set. 

15. A communication apparatus according to claim 14 
further comprising means for disconnecting Said telephone 
set to from the line when a hand set of Said telephone set 
is hooked one and connecting the telephone set to the line 
only when the hand set is hooked off. 

16. A communication apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising third detection means for detecting a 
signal indicating release of the line from the line, the line 
being opened in response to the detection of the busy tone. 

17. A communication apparatus according to claim 16, 
further comprising mean means for setting parameters for 
detection of the Signal indicating release of the line by Said 
third detection means. 

18. A communication method comprising the Steps of 
detecting a calling Signal; 
generating a quasi-calling tone in response to the calling 

Signal, wherein the quasi-calling tone has a predeter 
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mined frequency and a period composed of on-time 
interval t, off-time interval t, on-time interval t and 
off-time interval t longer than the off-time interval t, 

Sending out the quasi-calling tone to a line; 
detecting a signal indicating data communication from a 

calling Station only during the off-time intervals t and 
t; and 

Starting control of the data communication in response to 
the Signal indicating data communication. 

19. A communication apparatus comprising: 
first detection means for detecting a calling Signal from a 

line; 
means for generating a quasi-calling Signal and Sending 

out the quasi-calling Signal to the line, wherein Said 
quasi-calling Signal has a predetermined frequency and 
a period composed of on-time interval t and off-time 
interval t, 

Second detection means for detecting a signal indicating 
data communication from a calling Station, wherein 
Said Signal has a different frequency from that of the 
quasi-calling signal, and 

means for effecting the data communication in response to 
the detection by Said Second detection means, 

wherein Said Second detection means detects a signal 
indicating data communication during Sending-out of 
the quasi-calling Signal, and also detects a Signal indi 
cating data communication only during the on-time 
interval t and the off-time interval ta. 

20. A communication apparatus according to claim 19, 
wherein Said Second detection means detects a frequency of 
the received signal, and determines reception of the Signal 
indication indicating data communication when a fre 
quency of the Signal is detected at least a predetermined 
number of times. 

21. A communication apparatus comprising: 
first detection means for detecting a calling Signal from a 

line; 
means for generating a quasi-calling tone and Sending Out 

the quasi-calling tone to the line, wherein Said quasi 
calling tone has a first off-time interval and a Second 
off-time interval longer than the first off-time interval; 

Second detection means for detecting a signal indicating 
data communication from a calling Station; and 

means for effecting the data communication in response to 
detection by Said Second detection means, 

wherein Said Second detection means detects the Signal 
indicating data communication only while the quasi 
calling tone is Sent out when the calling Signal is 
received and before the start of sending out of the 
quasi-calling tone. 

22. A communication apparatus according to claim 21, 
wherein Said Second detection means detects the Signal 
indicating data communication during the first and Second 
off-time intervals. 

23. A facsimile apparatus comprising: 
detecting means for detecting a first calling Signal from a 

calling Station indicating facsimile communication, the 
first calling Signal being a CNG Signal defined by 
CCITT Recommendation T30, 

facsimile communication means for executing facsimile 
communication according to the CCITT Recommenda 
tion T30 with the calling Station, 

transmission means for transmitting a Second Signal to 
the calling Station, the Second Signal indicating that a 
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16 
calling proceSS to an Operator at Said facsimile appa 
ratus is being performed, and 

control means for activating Said transmission means in 
a case where Said detecting means does not detect the 
first signal within a first time after said facsimile 
apparatus becomes capable of communicating to the 
calling Station, 

wherein Said detecting means monitors receipt of and is 
capable of detecting the first calling Signal within the 
first time and after the Start of transmitting the Second 
Signal by Said transmission means, and Said control 
means activates Said facsimile communication means 
when said detecting means detects the first calling 
Signal. 

24. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein Said 
control means activates Said transmission means to periodi 
cally transmit the Second Signal in a case where Said 
detecting means does not detect the first calling Signal 
within the first time after said facsimile apparatus becomes 
capable of communicating to the calling Station. 

25. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein Said 
detecting means detects a calling Signal from the calling 
Station to render Said facsimile apparatus capable of COm 
municating to the calling Station, wherein the first time is 
measured Starting from a time when Said detecting means 
detects the calling Signal from the calling Station, and 
wherein Said control means activates Said facsimile com 
munication means to execute facsimile communication 
immediately in response to detection by Said detecting 
means of the first calling Signal before the first time elapses. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein if Said 
transmission means is transmitting the Second Signal when 
Said detecting means detects receipt of the first Signal, Said 
control means controls Said transmission means to Stop 
transmitting the Second Signal when Said detecting means 
detects the first calling Signal. 

27. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com 
prising: 

Speech communication means for performing Speech 
communication with the calling Station, 

voice Signal detecting means for detecting a voice Signal 
from the calling Station indicating that the calling 
Station requires voice communication, and 

ringing means for Outputting a ringing tone to call an 
Operator at Said apparatus, 

wherein Said control means causes Said ringing means to 
periodically Output the ringing tone in response to Said 
voice Signal detecting means detecting the voice Signal. 

28. The apparatus according to claim 27, further com 
prising: 

Off-hook detecting means for detecting an Off-hook State of 
Said Speech communication means, 

wherein Said control means controls Said transmission 
means to Stop transmitting the Second Signal and 
controls Said ringing means to Stop Outputting the 
ringing tone in response to Said off-hook detecting 
means detecting the Off-hook State of Said Speech Com 
munication means. 

29. The apparatus according to claim 28, wherein Said 
detecting means detects receipt of a calling Signal from the 
calling Station, 

wherein Said apparatus further comprises On-hook detect 
ing means for detecting an On-hook State of Said Speech 
communication means, and 

wherein Said control means controls said facsimile com 
munication means to execute facsimile communication 
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when Said On-hook detecting means detects the On-hook 
State of Said Speech communication means before a 
Second time elapses from the time Said detecting means 
detects the calling Signal. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com 
prising busy tone detecting means for detecting a busy tone 
indicating that the calling Station has disconnected from a 
line, wherein Said control means disconnects Said facsimile 
apparatus from the line in response to a detection of the busy 
tone by Said busy tone detecting means. 

31. The apparatus according to claim 30, further com 
prising Setting means for Setting parameters for the detec 
tion of the busy tone by Said busy tone detecting means, 
wherein said setting means varies the parameters to be set. 

32. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the first 
calling Signal is periodically transmitted from the calling 
Station during One time interval, and wherein Said control 
means controls Said transmission means to transmit the 
Second signal at another time interval different from the One 
time interval. 

33. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein Said 
control means controls Said transmission means to periodi 
cally transmit the Second Signal at first and Second intervals. 

34. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the 
Second Signal is a Single frequency Signal of a frequency 
different from the first signal, wherein Said control means 
controls Said detecting means and Said transmission means 
to operate to detect the first calling Signal and transmit the 
Second Signal, respectively, in parallel. 

35. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein Said 
control means controls Said facsimile communication means 
to execute facsimile communication after Said transmission 
means transmits the Second Signal for a Second time. 

36. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com 
prising Setting means for Setting a format of the Second 
Signal, wherein Said Setting means varies the format of the 
Second Signal. 

37. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com 
prising means for Substituting a voice message for the 
Second Signal transmitted by Said transmission means and 
means for combining a voice message with the Second Signal 
transmitted by Said transmission means. 

38. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com 
prising: 

a telephone Set for performing Speech communication, 
means for disconnecting Said telephone Set from a line, 
and 

means for transmitting a calling Signal to Said telephone 
Set to ring Said telephone Set. 

39. A method for communicating between a calling Station 
facsimile apparatus and a receiving Station facsimile appa 
ratus comprising the Steps of 

monitoring a line to detect a first calling Signal within a 
first time after the receiving Station facsimile apparatus 
becomes capable of communicating to the calling Sta 
tion facsimile apparatus and after the Start of trans 
mission of a Second Signal from the receiving Station 
facsimile apparatus to the calling Station facsimile 
apparatus indicating that a calling process to a Opera 
tor at the receiving Station facsimile apparatus is being 
performed, transmitted from the calling Station fac 
Simile apparatus to the receiving Station facsimile 
apparatus indicating facsimile communication is 
desired between the calling Station facsimile apparatus 
and the receiving Station facsimile apparatus, the first 
calling Signal being a CNG Signal defined by CCITT 
Recommendation T30, 
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transmitting the Second Signal from the receiving Station 

facsimile apparatus to the calling Station facsimile 
apparatus in a case where Said monitoring Step does 
not detect the first calling Signal within the first time, 
and 

executing facsimile communication between the calling 
Station facsimile apparatus and the receiving Station 
facsimile apparatus when Said monitoring Step detects 
the first calling Signal in accordance with the CCITT 
Recommendation T30. 

40. The method according to claim 39, wherein Said 
transmitting Step periodically transmits the Second Signal in 
a case where Said monitoring Step does not detect the first 
calling Signal within the first time after Said receiving Station 
facsimile apparatuS becomes capable of communicating to 
the calling Station facsimile apparatus. 

41. The method according to claim 39, wherein Said 
monitoring Step monitors the line to detect a calling Signal 
from the calling Station facsimile apparatus to render the 
receiving Station facsimile apparatus capable of communi 
cating to the calling Station facsimile apparatus, wherein 
Said monitoring Step further comprises the Step of measuring 
the first time Starting from a time when Said monitoring Step 
detects the calling Signal from the calling Station facsimile 
apparatus, and wherein Said executing Step executes fac 
Simile communication immediately in response to detection 
by Said monitoring Step of the first calling Signal before the 
first time elapses. 

42. The method according to claim 39, wherein if Said 
transmitting Step is transmitting the Second Signal when Said 
monitoring Step detects the first calling Signal, Said trans 
mitting Step Stops transmitting the Second Signal when Said 
monitoring Step detects the first calling Signal. 

43. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Steps of 

detecting a voice Signal transmitted from the calling 
Station facsimile apparatus to the receiving Station 
facsimile apparatuS indicating that the calling Station 
facsimile apparatus requires voice communication with 
Speech communication means, and 

periodically Outputting a ringing tone at the receiving 
Station facsimile apparatus to call an operator at the 
receiving Station facsimile apparatus in response to 
Said voice Signal detecting Step detecting the voice 
Signal. 

44. The method according to claim 43, further comprising 
the Step of 

detecting an Off-hook State of the Speech communication 
means at the receiving Station facsimile apparatus 
when the Speech communication means is in an Off 
hook State, 

wherein Said transmitting Step Stops transmitting the 
Second Signal and Said ringing tone Outputting Step 
Stops Outputting the ringing tone in response to Said 
Off-hook State detecting Step detecting the Off-hook State 
of the Speech communication means. 

45. The method according to claim 44, wherein Said 
monitoring Step monitors the line to detect a calling Signal 
transmitted from the calling Station facsimile apparatus to 
the receiving Station facsimile apparatus, 

wherein Said method further comprises the Step of detect 
ing an On-hook State of the Speech communication 
means when the Speech communication means is in the 
On-hook State, and 

wherein Said executing Step executes facsimile communi 
cation when Said On-hook State detecting Step detects 
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the On-hook State of the Speech communication means 
before a second time elapses from the time said moni 
toring Step detects the calling Signal. 

46. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Steps of 

detecting a busy tone on the line when the calling Station 
facsimile apparatuS has disconnected from the line, 
and 

disconnecting the receiving Station from the line in 
response to the detection of the busy tone in Said busy 
tone detecting Step. 

47. The method according to claim 46, further comprising 
the Step of Setting parameters for the detection of the busy 
tone by Said busy tone detecting Step, wherein Said Setting 
Step varies the parameters to be set. 

48. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Step of 

periodically transmitting the first calling Signal from the 
calling Station facsimile apparatus to the receiving 
Station facsimile apparatus during One time interval 

wherein Said transmitting Step transmits the Second Signal 
at another time interval different from the One time 
interval. 

49. The method according to claim 39, wherein Said 
transmitting Step periodically transmits the Second Signal at 
first and Second intervals. 

50. The method according to claim 39, wherein the Second 
Signal is a Single frequency Signal of a frequency different 
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from the first calling Signal, wherein said monitoring Step 
and said transmitting Step monitor the line to detect the first 
calling Signal and transmit the Second Signal, respectively, 
in parallel. 

51. The method according to claim 39, wherein Said 
executing Step executeS facsimile communication after Said 
transmitting Step transmits the Second Signal for a Second 
time. 

52. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Step Of Setting a format of the Second Signal, wherein Said 
Setting Step varies the format of the Second Signal. 

53. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Step of Substituting a voice message for the Second Signal 
transmitted by Said transmitting Step Or combining a voice 
meSSage with the Second Signal transmitted by Said trans 
mitting Step. 

54. The method according to claim 39, further comprising 
the Steps of 

transmitting a calling Signal to a telephone Set at the 
receiving Station to ring the telephone set, whereby an 
Operator at the receiving Station facsimile apparatus 
communicates with the calling Station facsimile appa 
ratus through the telephone set by placing the tele 
phone Set into an Off-hook State, and 

disconnecting the telephone set from the line when the 
telephone Set is later placed in an On-hook State. 


